
Descriptive Transcript for “My Mother’s Dumplings”

Audio Visual

Angela: ( in English ) I’ve always told myself 
that I would ask my mom for her recipes. This 
past year, I finally made the time to call my mom 
and ask her to teach me how to make dumplings. 

No visual.

( sound of Angela’s mother talking to her in 
Mandarin about making dumplings )

The Chinese Simplified translation of the title 
“My Mother’s Dumplings” in white text on a 
black background.

Angela: The first case of COVID-19 was 
identified in a hospital in Wuhan, China. 

( sound of grocery store scanners )
 

A hand in black latex gloves selects a bundle of 
ginger from among a pile in the grocery aisle. The
bundle is encased in yellow mesh bags. 

Angela: I was born in Wuhan almost three 
decades ago and immigrated to Canada when I 
was 5.

The hand then reaches for a small stack of garlic 
in a different pile. The heads of garlic are bundled 
together in white mesh.

Angela: After being called “Asian” for so long, it 
was strange to actually see and hear the name of 
my birth city in the news.

The hand is now reaching into a freezer shelf for a
package of dumpling wrappers. The hand tilts the 
package towards the screen and shows the orange 
label.

( sound of running water ) The hands are now bare and being washed under a
kitchen tap at home.

Angela: I also started to hear a lot about my 
alleged eating habits. About all the weird, exotic, 
and...

A stalk of green onions is being washed in the 
same sink.

Angela: ...dirty delicacies that my people 
supposedly consume.

A carrot is washed. 

Angela’s Mom: ( in Mandarin ) Some recipes I 
learned from the internet and some were taught to
me by your grandmother.

( soft squishing of meat )

Two hands pat a pound of ground pork into the 
bottom of a stainless steel mixing bowl. 

Angela’s Mom: Your grandmother was the first 
person to teach me how to cook. Whenever she 

The hands peel the skin off a head of garlic over a 
wooden cutting board.



made dumplings, I would stand right beside her 
and help out.

I would help her make the dumpling wrappers.

( garlic skin being peeled off )

Angela’s Mom: I would help her roll out the little 
pieces of dough to make dumpling wrappers. 

( thump of garlic cloves being smashed under a 
knife )

A chef’s knife is being used to crush peeled garlic 
cloves on the cutting board. 

( soft sound of fingers flicking off a metal blade ) The minced garlic is then scrapped off the blade 
and into the mixing bowl with the meat.

Angela: ( English ) I love my mother’s cooking, 
but I never helped her cook.

( sound of one firm slice of the blade )

A small thumb of ginger is sliced off on the 
cutting board.

Angela: I only started to learn after I moved out. 
She says she regrets not teaching me how to cook
and, honestly…
 

The ginger, now minced, is scrapped off the blade 
and into the mixing bowl.

Angela: ...I regret not asking her to.

( a carrot being shaved )

The carrot is peeled with a red peeler on the 
cutting board.

Angela’s Mom: ( Mandarin ) I don’t really 
remember anymore but I think she would use 
meat, Chinese cabbage...those types of foods.

( the grating of a carrot )

The carrot is grated into the mixing bowl.

( chopping )
 

Green onions are being chopped vigorously on the
cutting board.

Angela’s Mom: I was very young so I don’t really
remember it that well.

The chopped green onions are sprinkled on top of 
the carrots, ginger, garlic, and meat. The dumpling
filling in the mixing bowl is now a medley of 
pink, orange, white, yellow, and green.

Angela: ( English ) No matter how many Chinese 
recipes I try from the internet or a cookbook…

A small pile of re-hydrated shiitake mushrooms 
are being carefully sliced on the cutting board.



Angela: ...I can never get my dishes to taste like 
hers. 

( an egg being cracked )

An egg is cracked against the lip of the mixing 
bowl and the yolk slides into the mixture of 
dumpling filling.

Angela’s Mom: ( Mandarin ) The taste of Wuhan 
food...Wuhan food is very spicy.

Thin streams of soy sauce and Shaoxing wine are 
poured into the bowl.

Angela’s Mom: Wuhan cuisine has a lot of tofu 
dishes, fish dishes... 

The dumpling filling is sprinkled with a dash of 
white pepper.

( the sound of hands mixing and squishing the 
dumpling filling )

The dumpling filling is then mixed by hand.

Angela’s Mom: We also ate a lot of rice noodles, 
fried rice noodles, rice noodles in soup...

The cutting board has been cleaned and cleared. A
hand brushes a large amount of flour across the 
board from right to left, and then from left to 
right.

Angela: ( English ) I like that dumplings can be 
made with your hands.

Fingers line the edge of a dumpling wrapper with 
water.

Angela: You'll know if you've overworked the 
meat or if the wrappers are not fresh enough, 
because you can feel it on your fingers.

A small ball of filling is gingerly placed in the 
middle of the wrapper by chopsticks. 

Angela’s Mom: ( Mandarin ) We would also 
sometimes buy dried bean curd stuffed with 
sticky rice, dried tofu, meat, and vegetables.

The sides of the wrapper are then pressed together
by hand, enveloping the filling.

( bubbling, boiling water )

Angela’s Mom: Wuhan folks do not eat the stuff 
that people think they do. "Wuhan people eat 
bats." Wuhan people do not eat bats. Wuhan 
people would never eat those things. No! We do 
not eat these ridiculous things. Like masked palm 
civets. We do not eat masked palm civets. We do 
not eat those kinds of ridiculous animals. Wuhan 
people belong to the middle class so we are 
actually very proper.

The dumplings are being boiled in a skillet. The 
temperature increases and the oil and water inside 
the skillet bubbles higher and higher. 



Angela’s Mom: When we eat, we are very 
hygienic and health-conscious. Because your 
grandmother is a doctor, you know, and she's not 
one of those traditional doctors either. She is a 
professional doctor who graduated from medical 
school.

A plate of fried dumplings rests on the wooden 
cutting board.

Angela: ( English ) There is nothing like the taste 
of my mother's dumplings. She encouraged me to
make the dumpling wrappers myself for the "full 
authentic experience," but I was too scared.

Angela takes a dumpling dipped in soy sauce with
her chopsticks and slowly raises it to her mouth. 
She engulfs the whole dumpling in one bite. She 
chews slowly, swallows, and then licks the excess 
soy sauce off her lips.

Angela’s Mom: ( Mandarin ) We are nothing like 
what people say on the internet. We do not eat 
those ridiculous things.

Angela’s Mom: There are lots of delicious things 
to eat in Wuhan.

Fade to black.

( no sound ) The words “For my mother and sister” appear in 
white font on a black background.

( no sound ) Credits fade in: 

Directed, Written, and Edited by Angela Sun
Narrated by Angela’s Mother and Angela Sun
Filmed by Andrew K. Robinson and Angela Sun
Special thanks to Letticia Cosbert Miller for her 
curatorial support and guidance.

( no sound ) Ending slate:

A Matter of Taste
This work was created in partnership with 
Koffer.Digital, a program of the Koffler Centre of 
the Arts, for the Koffler.Digital exhibition A 
Matter of Taste (2020). All rights reserved. 
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